
circular road plates, we can open the 

road and let our hydrovacs expose the 

buried utility one after the other, in a 

fraction of the time”, says John Tully, 

NPL’s  Regional Manager for       

Maryland, Virginia and Connecticut.  

 

     This division of labor also extends 

to core reinstatement. NPL uses   

specially trained crews to perform the 

all important core reinstatement 

function, which ensures that this part 

of the work not only meets industry 

standards for core reinstatement, but 

achieves the high level of quality  

assurance and consistency             

demanded by the regulatory             

authorities who own the road.  

 

     To keep up with reinstatements, 

NPL also maintains an active “core 

farm”, where they can harvest cores 

to replace others that don’t make the 

grade for reinstatement.  

 

     All of this, NPL is happy to report, 

leads to a satisfied customer and 

happy DOT inspectors. 

 

     “At the end of the day, we really do 

Dig Ditches,” says Tully, “and we 

never stop trying to find better ways 

to get that done. Keyhole Technology 

is another tool in the toolbox that             

contributes to more effective       

workflow and helps us take better 

care of our customers.” 

    One of NPL Construction Co.’s Core 

Values is “We Dig Ditches”… and that 

may indeed be the case for a lot of 

their work. But when it comes to 

adopting new, innovative technolo-

gies and green initiatives that their 

customers want, NPL is a leader in its 

field. Their extensive use of Keyhole     

Technology is but one example of how 

this forward-thinking company      

continues to set the bar higher, and 

exceed their customers’ expectations 

year after year. 

 

     Over the past decade NPL has 

worked closely with Washington Gas 

Light in bringing their expertise in 

performing keyhole coring and core 

reinstatements to a variety of        

applications required by this gas   

utility. From cored keyhole spot    

locates for horizontal directional  

drilling, to connecting new services 

through a keyhole, to repairing or 

replacing faulty couplings, NPL has 

embraced keyhole technology and 

successfully incorporated it into the 

large suite of services they currently 

offer to all of their customers.  

 

     “Having the right equipment to get 

the job done is important to us,” says 

Brandon Wytovich, Asset Manager for 

NPL’s Virginia Area, “and with       

keyhole, things are no different”. “We 

currently have five Utilicor coring 

trucks working year-round in the  

Washington Gas service area, and 

they are busy every day – each    

sometimes cutting as many as 10-15 

cores a day.” 

 

     NPL has also gained huge          

efficiencies by the manner in which 

they schedule keyhole work. By     

segmenting the coring process from 

the vacuum excavation process, and 

core reinstatement from vacuum  

excavation, NPL has achieved high 

levels of increased productivity.  

 

 “Having the core truck cut the cores 

in advance of the vacuum truck only 

makes logical sense, as once a series 

of cores are cut and capped with  
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NPL core farm, where they “grow and   

harvest” replacement cores year around. 

Improper Core 

Reinstatement 

MPX Multi Platform Coring Units Now Available for Delivery! 

      In response to customer demand 

for a coring unit that can easily mount 

on either a truck or a trailer, Utilicor 

recently developed and brought to 

market its NEW MPX Coring Unit. This 

Multi Platform Coring Unit easily 

mounts on most utility trailers with a 

capacity of 7,000 lbs. or fits into the 

back of a standard pickup or on flat-

bed trucks with a minimum GVWR of 

10,000 lbs. 

 

     Self-contained and powered by an 

efficient and reliable Kohler 38 H.P. 

gasoline engine, the MPX embodies a 

new and innovative mast slider      

design that fits a variety of deck 

heights from 24 to 38-inches. Like all 

Utilicor coring equipment, the MPX 

will accommodate core drums up to 

24-inches in diameter and utilizes 

Utilicor’s unique center pilot bit which 

can simultaneously cut a center pilot 

hole at the same time the core is be-

ing cut. The pilot bit ensures coring 

accuracy and is a crucial feature in 

the safe extraction of heavy cores 

from the roadway. It is also an       

essential element in the proper core 

reinstatement process. 

 

     Both the truck and the trailer   

versions come complete with two 

hydraulically operated stabilizers for 

rock solid stability and precise coring 

action. The 5,000 lbs. of isolated 

down pressure focused on the coring 

drum and center bit ensures fast and 

highly accurate coring performance 

that all Utilicor equipment is famous 

for.  

Core is flush and level 

with surrounding        

pavement 

Core is left too high 

because grout was too 

thick or not properly 

dry-fitted 

Top of core has been 

smeared to cover poor 

core leveling 

Cored hole is filled with 

asphalt or a cement 

type product instead of 

reinstating the core. 

(Material has settled) 
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of more than 50,000 pounds.  For 

them, all they have to go on in        

approving or rejecting the              

The Center Pilot 

Hole: Why your 

keyhole program 

won’t thrive 

without it. 
 
The pilot bit helps to 

stabilize core cutting 

for greater accuracy 

and precision  

 

The resulting pilot hole 

provides full core depth 

access for the core 

puller to safely extract 

the core and properly 

manipulate it during 

reinstatement  

 

The pilot hole also 

serves a convenient 

egress of excess 

bonding compound 

that does not easily 

flow up through the 

kerf. This results in 

more accurate and 

precise levelling of the 

reinstated core. This is 

even more important 

on thicker core 

reinstatements as 

there is more 

resistance during the 

core placement  

 

If a core delaminates --

separates in layers -- 

the pilot hole allows 

the operator to span 

the separated layers 

and extract the core in 

one piece with the 

proper core puller tool 

 

On hot days when the 

asphalt is well over 

100° F, having a 

center pilot hole is the 

only safe way to 

extract a core from the 

roadway. Lag bolts and 

eye hooks will often 

detach from the core 

which can be very 

dangerous. 

     As keyhole core reinstatement 

moves from being a relatively new 

pavement repair technique to a    

practiced norm within the utility   

industry, the need for proper training 

and procedural standards is required.  

 

Unlike typical utility patch repaving 

processes which often involve a bag 

of cold patch and road tamper,     

reinstating a keyhole core requires a 

crew that is serious about getting the 

job done right and strictly adheres to 

performance standards that are    

acceptable to the municipalities or 

DOTs that own the road.  

 

Because the majority of the economic 

benefit that drives the keyhole     

process depends on a properly       

reinstated core, the end result must 

not only be a core bonded back into 

the pavement, but it needs to be done 

in a way that aesthetically satisfies 

the DOT inspector, who must approve 

the work.  

 

Because there are very real con-    

sequences when the reinstatement 

job is not done properly, core         

reinstatement must not only be done 

right, but it must also appear to be 

done right. Disallowed cores - sunken 

cores - and the possibility of a can-

celled keyhole program can be the 

result of poor performance.  

 

As implementation of the process 

grew, most municipalities like       

Chicago, Dallas or New York City   

informally approved the process after 

a field demonstration or tacitly     

allowed the process so long as the 

utility agreed to repair any core that 

subsequently failed. Not much was 

put in writing.  

 

But more recently, several municipali-

ties (Toronto in 2007, Maricopa    

Association of Governments in 2010 

and the Regional Transportation  

Commission of Southern Nevada in 

2011) have moved to regulate the 

process by creating a set of standard 

specifications that outline the       

procedures to be followed and the 

results to be attained, so that they 

can monitor performance and avoid 

possible failures.  

 

If Utilities want to continue to be able 

to take advantage of this cost-

effective process, they will need to 

ensure that these procedures are 

carefully followed by their crews and 

contractors.   

 

While most standards do speak about 

the sizes of cores, the proper type of 

coring equipment (adjustable so as to 

cut the core perpendicular to the  

horizon), the strength of the core 

bonding agent, the time required for 

the core to gain full strength so the 

road can be safely reopened to traffic, 

and what to do when cores are     

damaged, they tend to concentrate 

on results and do not say much about 

the actual procedures involved in 

proper core reinstatement. Those 

procedures must be part of crew 

training.  

Municipal inspectors are concerned 

with the smooth running surface of 

the road. To them, a properly         

reinstated core is one that is perfectly 

flush with the road surface. To      

accomplish this the core must be dry 

fitted. Then the core bonding agent 

needs to have the proper flow and 

viscosity to support the core as it is 

settled into place. Reinstatement 

compounds that set up erratically, or 

are too thick, will prevent the core 

from being positioned flush with the 

roadway. Conversely, compounds that 

are too thin will not support the heavy 

core and it will sink below the        

surface.  

 

When this happens, the crew often 

resorts to smearing the dropped core 

with an additional layer of bonding 

material to hide the mistake. This thin 

coating soon wears off leaving a   

noticeable dip in the road, that      

inspectors properly classify as a 

“failed core”. Not only can this be a 

costly mistake to repair, but it could 

jeopardize the entire acceptance 

process.  

 

Maintaining a viable keyhole coring 

program means having crews properly 

trained and certified in the reinstate-

ment process. This is a must for both 

the contractor and the utility alike. 

Without proper training and follow up, 

this process can all too easily go off 

the rails and we’ll then be back to 

extended cut backs and huge      

pavement restoration budgets. 

 A Proper Core Reinstatement is a Work of Art 

Core reinstatement, when properly 

done, certainly can be an art. 

 

The picture on the right illustrates 

that art.  The core has been properly 

dry-fitted to the correct depth and 

orientation. Gentle pressure on the 

surface allows the Utilibond to flow 

up to the surface and completely  

encompass the core. The core puller 

is about to be removed from the   

center pilot hole to allow any excess 

bonding compound to come to the 

surface to be cleaned up. The result 

will be a perfect reinstatement. 

 

Inspectors have no way of knowing 

that the Utilibond below the surface, 

in 30 minutes, has developed a bond 

strength that will support a wheeload 

reinstatement is the appearance at 

the surface. To them that 

“appearance is reality” and in the art 

of reinstatement, approval, like 

beauty, lies in the eye of the beholder. 

 

When properly done, except for the 

thin circle of color matched Utilibond, 

the finished product should be      

virtually invisible with the core flush 

and level with the surrounding     

pavement and all excess Utilibond 

removed from the surface. That core 

will easily be accepted as a           

permanent replacement. 

 

Do it right -- do it once -- and your core 

reinstatements will be both           

permanent, and a thing of beauty. Gentle pressure ensures Utilibond flows up 

to completely encompass the core 


